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Title word cross-reference

#P [553]. #PH [553].

\( (n - 2) \) [1095]. \( (p, q) \) [458]. \( (x_i + y_j) \) [595]. * [996]. 0 [1160, 890, 1017]. 1 [826, 800, 1011, 128, 646, 553]. 12 [931]. 2 [744, 1095, 1043, 18, 16, 17, 414, 1097, 793, 224]. \( 2 \times 2 \) [587]. \( 3 \) [526]. \( \alpha \) [161]. 12 [931]. \( A^2CCS \) [53]. \( A^0 \) [758]. \( \alpha_0 \) [328, 186]. \( B \) [1178, 1178]. \( C \) [664]. \( CCS \) [53]. \( \co - NL_e \) [310]. \( \Delta_2^P \) [337]. \( F \) [1179, 1035]. \( G(u)(u^n) \) [306]. \( H_2 \) [446]. \( h_m \) [937]. \( \infty \) [598]. \( k \) [520, 818, 274, 700, 1097, 891]. \( K < A > \) [841]. \( L_e \) [310]. \( \lambda \) [719, 716, 904, 1036, 909, 6, 360, 910, 1190]. \( [N + V_k, V_j] \) [647]. \( \log \log n \) [82]. \( \log n \) [82]. \( \mu \) [996]. \( N \) [145, 487, 850]. \( N^k \) [428]. \( NL_e \) [310]. \( \neq \) [1120]. \( n \times n \) [946]. \( \nu \) [254]. \( \nu_1 \) [186]. \( O(n^2) \) [595]. \( \omega \) [706]. \( p \) [506, 283, 267]. \( P_1 \) [869]. \( P_e \) [310]. \( \pi \) [1165]. \( \Pi_2^P \) [857, 777]. \( \Pi_2 \) [945]. \( q \) [834, 693, 412]. \( R \) [1120]. \( s - t - 1 \) [887]. \( \Sigma_2^P \) [939]. \( T \) [945, 810, 506]. \( \uparrow \) [825]. \( v_n \) [937]. \( X \) [706]. \( x^m y^n = z^p \) [409]. \( z \) [684].

* [164].

applications
[784, 528, 271, 593, 519, 1115, 843, 750, 735].
approaches
Approximate
[412, 206, 988, 194, 407, 555, 142].
Approximating
[585, 1157].
Approximation
[169, 446, 643, 78, 662].
APS
[865]. arbitrary
[1158, 503]. Arbres
[46, 827, 835]. Area
[235, 507]. arising
[814]. arithmetic
[435, 58, 468, 229, 741].
arithmetical
[181]. Arrangements
[420].
array
[206, 285, 333]. arrays
[338]. Artin
[453]. ascent
[622]. Askey
[836].
Askey-Gasper
[836], Aspects
[509, 24]. assertions
[885]. assignment
[325, 1035]. associated
[826, 951, 521]. associative
[644]. associativity
[611]. associée
[826]. assuming
[346]. assumptions
[915]. asymtmetic
[823]. asymmetry
[823].
Asymptotic
[1162, 974, 588]. asymptotics
[944]. Asynchronous
[1096, 1024, 83].
ATMs
[128]. Atomic
[942, 53]. Attribute
[515, 31]. Attributed
[859]. Auto
[833, 833]. Auto-similaritý
[833].
Auto-similarity
[833]. autoepistemic
[605]. Automata
automata-like
[354]. Automatic
[166, 445, 30, 693, 397]. Automating
[1174]. automaton
[340, 940, 596, 801].
amutomaton-definable
[596].
automorphism
[471]. availability
[977].
Average
[752, 402, 1109, 829, 932, 166, 59, 410, 686, 850].
Average-case
[752, 829, 166, 410]. AVL
[1014, 55]. axiom
[607]. axiomatic
[244]. axiomatization
[576, 849]. axiomizations
[852]. axioms
[376, 771]. ayant
[931].
B
[1200, 363]. B-rational
[363].
backtracking
[1104]. bad
[1195].
bagdomain
[1180]. Balance
[1014, 652]. balanced
[829]. balancing
[1058].
Barrington
[656]. bars
[1154]. base
[145]. based
[64, 218, 149, 889, 135, 762, 955, 917, 253, 1029, 341, 475]. Bases
[838, 175, 345, 1074, 841, 1141, 867, 1195]. Basic
[237, 697, 901, 16, 143, 985]. BCK
[665]. BCK-lambda-terms
[665]. be
[89, 257]. beating
[850]. behaved
[498]. behavior
[527]. behaviour
[961].
behavioural
[24]. behaviours
[604, 371].
Bendix
[736]. beta
[220]. beta-cycles
[220]. between
[70, 192, 624, 330, 605, 1054, 379, 1003, 1144].
beyond
[619]. Bezout
[1122]. Bi
[69, 284, 1197]. Bi-immunity
[69].
bicartesian
[1041]. bidirectional
[59].
Bieberbach
[836]. biiinfinite
[311].
bijection
[1144]. bilinear
[306]. Binary
[584, 1198, 260, 114, 286, 965]. binding
[370, 735]. binomial
[948]. biography
[897].
bipartite
[1016, 797]. Birkhoff
[441].
bishop
[490]. bisimilarity
[939, 1085].
Bisimulation
[775, 580]. bisimulations
[771]. bit
[226]. bit-strings
[226]. Blair
[500]. block
[797]. blocking
[976].
blocking-after-service
[976]. board
[946].
Bohm
[897, 903]. Boolean
[1201, 993, 94, 277, 1135, 187, 507, 217, 586, 868, 1195].
Borel
[749]. born
[392]. Bottleneck
[451].
Bottom
[958, 1007, 635, 92, 850].
Bottom-up
[958, 1007, 635, 92].
BOTTOM-UP-HEAPSORT
[850]. bound
[216, 932, 1199, 55]. boundary
[738]. Bounded
[357, 560]. Bounds
[1143, 1064, 94, 1106, 1115, 1063, 507, 949, 255, 524, 73, 1146]. boxes
[201]. Boyer


expressibility [115]. expression [151].
expressions
[664, 1134, 888, 485, 125, 391, 354, 503].
expressive [264, 247, 421, 773]. Extended
[125, 354, 503, 772, 857, 777, 1147].
Extending [460]. Extension
[499, 1088, 979, 452, 423]. extensional [393]. Extensions [656, 152, 377, 506]. exterior
[281, 843]. External [652, 682, 1032]. extraction [1167]. extremal [986]. extreme [727].
facilities [67]. factor [828, 413].
Factorization [45]. Factorizations [60, 1144]. factorizing [1006]. factors
[1044, 673, 585, 35, 1117, 228]. failure
[1078, 574]. failures [1033, 1030]. Fair
[1177]. Fairness [497, 188, 243, 727, 667, 532].
families [829, 17]. fan [290]. fan-in [290]. Fast
[206, 401, 643, 61, 820, 954, 410, 1136, 801].
Fatou [437]. fault [1028, 1029, 868]. faults
[1033, 1030]. Feasibility [846]. feature
[923]. fewness [590]. Fibonacci [355]. field
[741]. fields [274, 49]. fifo [756, 291]. Fifth
99, 913. Filter [464]. Final [557]. finding
[216, 38, 621, 393, 1118]. fonctionnelle
[826]. forest [432]. forests [45]. Foreword
[802, 400, 609, 722, 40, 654]. formal
[974, 406, 940, 807]. Formal
formalisms [531]. formally [255]. formation [1129]. formed [215]. forming
[714]. forms [331, 740, 586]. formula [517].
formulas [215, 719, 657]. Formulas
[568, 818, 543, 175, 266, 886, 1042]. Forward
[822]. Foundations [721, 1163, 559, 253, 901, 731]. founded
[780, 963, 624, 917, 915]. Four [372].
fraction [258]. fragment [582]. fragments
[996, 565]. framework
[245, 922, 786, 1171, 297, 1028]. free
[1132, 664, 312, 571, 792, 516, 830, 222, 210, 155, 740, 447, 772, 174, 581, 272, 1001, 494, 508, 308, 405, 416, 187, 437, 939, 542, 1110, 1010, 1139, 826, 125, 916, 838, 908, 236, 987, 256, 537, 524, 472, 121, 76, 347, 12, 341, 475, 1144, 10, 60, 619]. free-choice
[772]. French
French-Soviet [26]. Friedberg [90].
friends [1178]. frontier [200, 1054]. fully
[1024]. Fun [249]. function
[514, 828, 111, 708, 889, 901, 1179, 1046, 290].
Functional [951, 6, 826, 1189, 623, 171, 11, 630, 207, 214, 921, 32, 569]. Functions

G. [905]. Gale [1051]. Galmiche [1202].
Galois [1183]. game
[111, 1084, 946, 1199, 1051, 473, 712].
incomplete [591, 1125, 151]. incompleteness [1066, 1067]. inconsistencies [62].
independent [144, 971, 418, 313]. Indexed [396]. indexes [472]. Indicator [834].
indicators [834]. induction [885, 1128, 1177, 964, 607, 383]. inductive [710, 711, 321, 1071, 582].
inequality [710, 711, 321, 1071, 569]. Inf [885, 1128, 1177, 964, 607, 383].
infinitary [884, 439]. Infinite [237, 597, 596, 929, 431, 481, 264, 753, 1103, 676, 979, 275, 749].
infinitary [884, 439]. infinite [237, 597, 596, 929, 431, 481, 264, 753, 1103, 676, 979, 275, 749].
interpreted [100]. Interpretation [904]. Interpretations [638, 723, 331, 882].
interpreting [100]. Interpretation [904]. Interpretations [638, 723, 331, 882].
interpretation [100]. Intersection [558, 579, 1052]. interval [930, 938].
introducing [715]. Introduction [444, 845, 905, 907, 171, 1141].
Intuitionistic [1125, 785, 582]. invariance [314]. invariants [41, 789]. inverse [943, 316].
Inversion [1152, 66]. invertible [1094]. Investigation [965]. invisible [690].
involution [837]. involving [466, 641]. Irrational [748]. isomorphic [931].
iterates [238, 75]. iteration [352, 193, 332]. iterations [932, 935]. iterative [989].
knowledge [269, 1101, 1074, 385]. Knuth [51, 430, 555, 736]. Koiran [1113].
L [1160, 890, 1017, 280, 259]. labeled [17]. Labelled [1173, 1073, 1089]. labelling [926].
labels [705]. Lagois [1183]. lambda [899, 900, 728, 665, 1187, 184, 908, 325, 1003, 423, 1185].
lambda-calculi [325, 423]. lambda-calculus [325, 423].
lambdacalculus [325, 423]. lambda-terms [1003]. lambda-terms [900, 1003].
Language [814, 1079, 1189, 133, 728, 864, 1094, 263, 1091, 987, 292, 495, 921, 465, 198, 801, 139, 1146].
left-cancellative [416]. Legality [881].
like [1040, 198, 354]. limit [451, 707, 1015].
Limitedness [209, 42]. limités [451].
linear-space [401]. lines [690]. list [85, 878, 423, 692, 1060]. list-oriented [423].
lists [262]. liveness [581]. LLL [932]. load [1058].
Local [481, 361, 1050, 188, 1061, 599, 44].
Logarithmic [540, 1105]. logarithmic-cost [1105].
Logical [731, 769, 634, 804, 1074, 641, 479, 921, 853].
LR [623, 236]. Lyapunov [986]. Lyndon [1109, 838, 650].

1044, 929, 329, 35, 879, 693, 584, 458.
sequent [781]. Sequential [874, 600, 136].
sequentiality [763]. serial [206].
serializability [956]. Series
[821, 164, 825, 165, 141, 516, 830, 510, 834,
517, 169, 177, 512, 167, 261, 877, 176, 541,
513, 834, 509, 516, 834]. server [1059].
servers [526, 642]. service [976]. ses [840].
Set [910, 780, 963, 707, 75, 969, 109, 1197,
742, 709, 197]. Set-theoretical [910]. sets
[153, 945, 69, 583, 234, 334, 893, 335, 357, 87,
211, 193, 104, 812, 678, 1015, 391, 441, 1018,
739, 867, 506, 749, 618, 202, 799, 283, 127,
1060]. Seven [1019]. Seven-state [1019].
several [755, 175]. Shallow [950]. shared
[601]. sheaf [734]. sheaf-theoretic [734].
sheaves [517, 842]. Skewed-resolution [833, 303].
SLDNF-resolution [833, 303]. slender
[1110, 894]. slight [500]. small [1011, 850].
smallers [820, 954]. snake [1076]. Snakes
[875]. SnS [89]. Software [131, 977, 67].
soliton [281, 84]. solution [388, 1079].
solutions [1034, 976, 203, 1115, 2011].
solvability [1076]. solvable [77]. Solving
[736, 811, 786, 96, 1123]. Some
[900, 1176, 1009, 982, 167, 33, 492, 912, 396,
24, 1151, 458, 1193, 161, 234, 293, 852, 519,
1152, 707, 1023, 649, 469, 869, 985, 929].
sorted [629, 135, 356, 66, 52, 631, 441, 438].
Sorting [595, 844, 129]. Sound [917].
Soundness [441]. source [1130, 876].
Sousgroupes [840]. Soviet [26, 858]. Space
[196, 655, 401, 446, 1014, 1111, 896, 754,
1102, 538, 1011, 57, 567, 709, 469, 492, 82,
140, 224, 984]. space-bounded [538, 492].
space-efficient [896]. space-model [57].
spaces [299, 481, 726, 759]. spare [1033].
sparse [274, 335, 739, 410]. sparsity [404].
Special [400, 913]. species [831].
specifiability [287]. Specification
[362, 1171, 613, 1028, 1075, 615, 764].
specification-oriented [1075].
specifications
[561, 960, 634, 34, 134, 1171, 855, 318, 136,
916, 336, 773, 118, 729, 185, 438]. specified
[139]. spectra [445, 965, 242]. speed
[1106, 1045, 848, 566, 313].
speed-independent [313]. speed-up
[1106, 848, 566]. speeds [748]. Speedup
[1155]. splitting [146]. Sprague
[111]. Sprague-Grundy [111]. Squad [1019].
square [210]. square-free [210]. squares
[1041]. Stability [683, 190]. Stable
[1181, 726, 426, 725, 624, 1016, 605]. Stack
[870, 844]. stacks [966]. Standard
[680, 244, 587, 841, 259]. standard-path
[587]. standardising [1039]. Star
[508, 125, 390, 1079, 646, 354, 503].
Star-free [508]. start [1055]. state [240,
872, 481, 314, 600, 188, 285, 1048, 985, 1019].
Statecharts [576]. states [571, 492]. Static
[370, 972]. stationary [234]. Statman [606].
status [882]. Stiefel [843].
Stiefel-Whitney [843]. Stochastic [1156].
storage [1036]. strategies
[975, 50, 809, 85, 1032, 1051]. strategy
[156, 878]. stratification [271, 599].
Stratified [1070, 305]. streams [918].
strength [191]. strengthening [500]. strict
[498]. strictly [181]. strictness [902].
String [74, 403, 405, 406, 407, 757, 409,
1142, 668, 412]. String-matching

Using [811, 387, 173, 1069, 556, 829, 629, 1053, 34, 147, 577, 236, 536, 381, 1178]. Uspensky [1066].


values [1106, 59]. variable [664, 214]. variables [747, 921].

variable-free [664]. variation [408]. Variations [1180, 1051]. Varieties [525, 941, 217].

variety [1143]. various [183]. VAS [465].

vector [981, 189, 521]. vectors [1013].


weak-connected [1023]. Weakly [247, 893, 757]. Weighted [107, 861, 74, 1059, 545, 1016, 386, 692].

Weights [1175]. well [498, 780, 963, 215, 8, 624, 719, 917, 479, 915].

well-behaved [498]. well-formed [215].

well-founded [780, 963, 624, 917, 915].

well-quasi-orderings [8]. well-typed [719].
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